Spanish is indeed no longer a foreign language in the United States; the evidence of it is everywhere. The omnipresent bilingual English-Spanish signs, the ubiquitous automated telephone option “Para español, oprima el número dos”, the direct mailings written in Spanish, the targeted telephone conversations in that language, the wide availability of dubbed versions of films, the snippets of conversations in Spanish that we hear with increasing frequency from couples or groups passing by on the street, and so on. Anyone who has visited another country in which there are two official languages quickly becomes aware of being immersed in such a context right here at home. We in the United States have not yet become completely conscious that this is our reality as well, even if there is no de jure recognition of Spanish as a second official language.”

Glossary of terms and Phrases for Physical Therapy

1. Action words
2. Injuries & Physical condition
3. Gender & Age
4. Subject pronouns in Spanish
5. Human body
6. Clinical terms & other
7. Phrases
8. Frequent questions
9. Important verbs & Extra Vocab

Situaciones

1. La primera consulta
2. El motivo de la visita y pre-evaluación
3. Evaluación del paciente 1
4. Evaluación del paciente 2
5. Post-evaluación